Under carpet wiring
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over four years of experience, Jacob specializes in a variety of handyman services including
pressure washing, cleaning gutters, repairing drywall, fixing leaky plumbing fixtures, and
repairing broken doors. Jacob studied at Madison Area Technical College and has a
background in real estate investment. There are 16 references cited in this article, which can be
found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed 44, times. Exposed cables can be
bothersome and unsightly. Running cables under carpet is an easy and effective way to stay
connected without creating an eyesore in your home. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to
give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's
keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and
economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to
changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to
create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
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parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of Plan out the path for
the cable. Decide whether to run the cable directly across the room from wall to wall, around the
edge for longer cables, or in a pattern that will help avoid major foot traffic. You may even want
to make a sketch of the room before beginning to help you visualize the best spot to place the
cable. Try to run the cables as close to the wall as possible so you won't step on them when
you're walking. There may even be a hollow space there which will make it easy to tuck the
cable out of sight. Avoid placing the cable under heavy furniture, and try to minimize the
distance that your cable has to travel. Measure the cable. Use a measuring tape or ruler to find
the length of your cable, and compare it to the path you want the cable to take. This is
especially important before you start installing the cable under the carpet, so that you avoid
losing the cable underneath the carpet, or making any unnecessary incisions in your carpet.
Cables should be small so as not to cause a trip hazard, and should be non-flammable. Most
cable installation under carpeting should be completely safe, but if you're in the attic of an older
home, check under the carpet for old electrical wiring before beginning this process, as you will
want to avoid overlapping with these wires. Remove all furniture from the area. You will need to
lift up the carpet along the path of the cable, so be sure to move any furniture that sits on the
carpet for your safety and ease. Unplug the cable you want to use. It is important to ensure that
the cable is detached from all appliances before running it under carpet in case it pulls on any
heavy appliances. If one end of your cable is permanently attached to an appliance, use extra
care when pulling the cable under the carpet, and be sure the device is switched to the "off"
position. Loosen carpet liner if necessary. If you are running your cable along the edge of a
carpet where it is held in place by a liner, use a flathead screwdriver to lift up the liner and pull
the carpet up slightly along the edge to make space for the cable. Part 2 of Pull up the carpet
where you want to begin threading the cable. Try to lift only a small section of carpet up. If your
cable is already permanently attached to an appliance, pull up the carpet on the opposite end of
the path from where the attached cable is located. This ensures that you can pull the cable back
through with ease later on in the installation process. Unwind a reel of fish tape and guide it
under the carpet. Fish tape is a tool that is often used for routing wires. To use, simply unwind
the reel, and the nylon or steel wire inside should get pushed out. Unwind the wire until it
reaches the other side of the room, or the location where you want the cable to emerge from the
carpet. It may be helpful to ask a friend to assist you in lifting the carpet as you go. If you do not
have fish tape handy, you can use a measuring tape instead. Lift the fish tape out from beneath
the carpet on the other side of the room. If you are pulling the wire out near a wall, you can use
pliers to slightly lift up the carpeting there. If you are hoping to pull the wire through the carpet,
you can make a slight incision using a screwdriver or scissors where you want to pull the cable
through. Part 3 of Attach the cable to the fish tape. On the end of the fish tape that you just
pulled out from under the carpet, there should be a hook which you can attach to your cable. It
may be helpful to use a bit of tape to secure the cable to the end of the fish tape. If you are
using a tape measure instead, try using duct tape to attach your cable to the end of the
measuring tape. Pull the tape back through the carpet by rewinding the fish tape reel. This
should pull the cable under the carpet along the path that you made using the the fish tape. Do

not stop until you have pulled the cable all the way through the desired path. Apply the same
method if you're using a tape measure. Detach the cable from the fish tape. Your cable should
now run along your desired path underneath your carpet! You can now hook the cable up as
you please. Reattach carpet liner if necessary. If you had to loosen your carpet liner to lift up the
carpet, retighten it by hitting it gently with a mallet or hammer. Use the hammer or mallet to
gently tap on the carpeted area as well, to ensure that the nails are set back in place. Jacob
Pischer Home Improvement Specialist. Jacob Pischer. Yes, and every time you step on it, it's
going to hurt. Try to put it as close to the walls as possible so it's not in a walkway. Even better,
if you can run it through an exposed basement or a crawlspace, just run the wires underneath
your house. Yes No. Not Helpful 3 Helpful 1. Include your email address to get a message when
this question is answered. Always place your cable in a safe location where the cable will not be
continuously stepped on. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Consider placing your cable under carpet that
is up against a wall. There may even be a divot there that will make it easy to hide your cables. If
you're able, try running the cable through a basement or crawlspace so you don't have to put it
under the carpet. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Home Improvement Specialist. Expert
Interview. More References 7. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 2. Updated:
November 6, Categories: Organizing Cables and Cords. Thanks to all authors for creating a
page that has been read 44, times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing
up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Join Now. X
Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! By damonrpayne , March 26, in
Architectural. I'm sure you can, but I wouldn't do it. Unless you're talking about some short run
of like maybe 3 feet. It is not uncommon for folks to run a light gauge extension cord under the
carpet. No problem until some plugs something in that draws a good current or the cord has
been damaged by traffic walking over it. This is a common cause of home fires. Yeah that's
what I'm worried about is safety. I want to turn about 10 feet of cord under carpet to power some
rope lights and possibly electric recliners in the middle of the room. I don't want to lose any of
my ceiling height by doing a sub-floor. This is very much not a big deal so if there's not a safe
way to do it, so be it. Can you run it down into the basement or start it in the basement and up
again through, uh, a hole in your floor, assuming this is main floor? I'm sure you don't want to
pay an electrician for further architorture! No, I wouldn't run it directly under the carpet. There
are those rubber runners with a shallow tent or inverted-V cross-section that I think are meant
for running temporary cords in meeting places, do folks think that would that work? This is in
the basement, thus my reference to not wanting to install any flooring on top of the concrete.
Check this out. LOL, I want nothing more to do with this builder than I have to. I will think about
the throw rug notion, I'd be more comfortable with that, just in case I sell this house some day.
Light weight extension cords so it won't be a trip hazzard under the carpet are not designed to
take the traffic, abrasion, weight etc. Home fires are a very real danger. Although you may
remember the fact there is a cord under the carpet, others will not. Wear and tear does not
happen instantly and because it is not a permanent installation it can easily and cheaply be
replaced when it starts to show warning signs. Keep in mind that you would have to wear
through the thick rubber outer jacket, braided inner jacket, and then the insulation around both
of the two wires. Often times there is also a physical barrier between the wires on the inside
basically a plastic wall. All of this must wear out before the mere possibility of a spark occuring.
Extension cords were engineered to be walked on. All that to say, there will be warning signs far
before it starts becoming an issue The point of the throw rug is to get rid of the tripping hazard.
The point of not putting it under the floor is to keep the cable easily visible and maintanable in
the off chance that the highly improbable occurs. And I will just merely state that even a blow
torch isn't sufficient enough to light a fire-resistant carpet on fire. I don't know about Wisconsin
or Damon's builders, but new homes in Illinois are required to install the fire-resistant type.
Think about it And if you're still worried, just throw a small piece of conduit on the floor and
then throw the rug over that. But there is no point in overthinking the issue I would not do it, but
then again I try and eat right, don't smoke and don't play with metals rods out in lightening
storms. Could get exciting if the next owner decided to take up the carpet with the typical razor
blade. Time for a contra opinion here - there is flat wire made for just the situation you are
talking about - a concrete base that will be covered in carpet. It is a solution folks have put in for
me in numerous office building renovations. It lays reasonably flat, is covered by a flat piece of
metal sheathed in a rubber compound very thin, durable stuff and taped over. The catch? It is
something used often in leasehold space where not futzing with the concrete is a good thing. I
had a channel cut in the concrete on my installation. After seeing how it was done when I paid a
concrete engineer, you could do it yourself for the cost of a diamond blade on a circular saw

and a a hammer drill. I went ahead and floated and isolated the floor at the same time. Makes for
a clean installation. DrWho - you know I respect you, but you're a bit off-base here. Many, many,
many house fires are started by wires under rugs. Go to Underwriters Laboratories and do the
research. It is a big no-no. You don't own a home right? So you've never seen a homeowners
policy and read all the fine print right? Well here's the reality Guess what? Little to no pay-out
because the insurance company will cite culpability on the part of Damon. And this isn't some
made up scenario - it happens - a lot. Despite what your analytical mind may think, it happens.
Maybe you're that kind of risk taker. I'm not. Especially with 50 years worth of things that can't
be replaced. Gotta agree, placing wire, romex, extension cords under carpet can be a dangerous
thing. BTW rope lights like the Xmas ones at the discount store can also be a danger. I have
seen a few house fires where these were just placed into a tray ceiling and overheated when left
on too long. Make sure yours are appropriately rated and installed. Here's a website with some
good info, if you haven't already researched this part of your plan: You can post now and
register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post
will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
Architectural Search In. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted March 26, Can
you get thin electrical wire and is it safe that you can run under carpet? Share this post Link to
post Share on other sites. Good Luck, -Tom. Good move. Don't do it. Posted March 27, Try
seeing if your builder or perhaps another contractor in your case might be willing to cut a
groove into your concrete and put some conduit under the carpet. I wouldn't run any kind of
permanent power cable without some form of protection. Another thing you might consider
would be to use a normal extension cord and just put a matching throw rug over the top for
aesthetics and traffic flow. Anyways, not trying to argue Nice argument, but it i
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s still a stupid thing to do. Posted March 29, Good Luck! You talking wires under carpet or
wires under throw rugs? There is a big difference. I don't see how a rug is any different from
duct tape over a cable And though it's been a while since I've read it, I swear rugs were
suggested as an alternative as long as the rug isn't permanently fixed ie, can be easily moved. I
prefer to not reference personal experience, but this is something I've been doing for years Like
I said, I'm not trying to argue and you guys make good points too. And if in fact I'm crazy, I
would love to see some good data to smack me over the head with [ ]. Posted March 30, Wire
without a proper shield under a carpet is never recommended, even under a throw rug. It's a
compound hazard due to the friction, flamable materials, and the fact it's hidden from sight.
Posted April 4, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic
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